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Preparations are already beginning for the XVllth 
General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union which, 
subject to the approval of the XVIth General Assembly, will be held 
in Montreal in 1979. 

Some people have already made suggestions for topics 
and locations for the symposia that are usually held in conjunction 
with the General Assembly. The host country receives preference in 
the allocation of symposia, although some of them may be in the U.S. 
'ole should expect that at least four, and possibly six symposia will 
be held in Canada in the summer of 1979. Dr. Contopoulos informs me 
that "proposals for Symposia scheduled around the XVlIth General 
Assemb ly should be addressed to the future Assistant General Secretary 
ea rly in 1977". He also refers those interested in arranging symposia 
to pp. 284-8 of Vol. XVB of the I.A.U. Transactions. The final 
choices of topics, dates, and locations are made by the I.A.U. Executive, 
and it is indeed undesirable to try to fix these too far ahead. It 
is not too early to begin thinking, however, and if suggestions are 
kept in a central file it may be easier to make the be$t decisions 
when the right time comes. I would be glad if anyone ,,11th suggestions 
would send me their proposals for topic, location, and state whether 
before or after the Assembly is preferred. (Provisional dates for the 
Assembly are August 14-23). These proposals should have the backing 
of a host institution, but symposia need not be in university lecture 
rooms. A resort hotel in the mountains, for example, may prove 
very attractive. 

A.H. Batten 
Chairman, National Organizing Committee 

I.A.U. XVllth General Assembly. 



2 CMJAVIAN ASTRONOMY 

EIGHTH MEETING OF THE 

ASSOCIATE COMMITTEE ON ASTRONOMY 

The Eighth Meeting of the Associate Committee on Astronomy was held 
at the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, on 8 November, 1974. 
Following the CAS/SCA meetings on 8 and 9 November, a meeting of the National 
Committee for Canada of IAU was held on 9 November. The Winnipeg meeting was 
the first for the newly appointed membership, and its new Chairman, Dr. D.A. 
MacRae. 

The Associate Committee on Astronomy was formed in 1971 and has been 
very active. Under the Chairmanship of Dr. K.O. Wright, from 1971 to 1974, 
the committee's major accomplishments have been threefold. First the committee 
played a prominent role in initiating and participating in the successful 
negotiations between Canada, France and Hawaii, which led to the historic 
signing of the tri~partite agreement on June 20, 1974, establishing the 
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Corporation. Second the committee acts as the 
National Committee for Canada of IAU, and the current Chairman, Dr. MacRae, has 
recently invited the IAU to hold its XVllth General Assembly in Montreal in 
1979. Thirdly, in early 1974, the Associate Committee on Astronomy completed 
a year-long study and report on the Future of Ground and Space Based Rstronomy, 
which outlines the current status of astronomical research in Canada and 
recommends plans for the priority research areas for the corning decade. It is 
expected that this report, along with the continuing coordination and advisory 
functions of the Associate Committee, will furnish valuable input in determining 
the future course of astronomy in Canada. 

At the eighth meeting in Winnipeg the Associate Committee reviewed the 
number of activities of its past sub-committees; and, as a result, the following 
sub-committees were formed: 

SUB-COMMITTEE 

Education 

Astronomy in Space 

Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope 

Optical and Infrared Astronomy 

Radio Astronomy 

Theoretical Astronomy 

These sub-committees will be reporting on Canadian 
at the up-corning ninth meeting, in June 1975. 

CHAIP.MAN 

Dr. D. L. DuPuy 

Dr. R. W. Nicholls 

Dr. S. vanden Ber-gh 

Dr. W. H. Wehlau 

Dr. W. L. H. Shuter 

Dr. G. Beaudet 

developments in these areas 

Further to the invitation extended by the National Committee for 
Canada of IAU to hold the XVllth General Assembly of IAU in Canada, the Chairman 
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has received word that the invitation has been approved by the LAU Executive 
Committee and will, in all likelihood, be accepted by the General Assembly of 
the lAU in 1976. To undertake the preparations for and organization of the 
XVllth General Assembly in Montreal during August 1979 and the associated 
meetings, the Associate Committee established a National Orga.'lizing Committee, 
and named Dr. A. H. Batten as Chairman. Dr. Batten has already begun planning 
for the General Assembly and will be reporting to the National Committee in 
June 1975. 

A number of progress reports were made at the eighth meeting on a variety 
of current projects and developments in Canadian Astronomy, including the 
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, the Associate Committee on Space Research, and 
the various recommendations of the Associate Committee's report on the Future 
of Ground and Space Based Astronomy in Canada. 

The ninth meeting of the Associate Committee on Astronomy will be held 
on 19 June 1975, at Queen's University of Kingston. 

(Continued from p. 13) 

C. D. Doucet 
Secretary 

Peter Martin gave a talk on "Interstellar Ci :- cular 
Polarization" at the Queen's Workshop in January. 

Helen Hogg spent the first week in March in California 
and B.C. In Pasadena she spent the better part, of a day 
visiting Allan Sandag e, and the Hale Observatories Office and 
in Victoria she gave a seminar at the Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory on "The Development of Astronomy in Canada". 

Don MacRae attended a meeting of the partial Board of the 
CFHT at NRC on Jan. 20, and a meeting of the Scientific Advisory 
Council of th e Lunar Science Institute in Houston on Jan. 21-24. 
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CAS/SCA EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE -- QUESTIONNAIRE REPORT 

Canadian job demand will be ~ 4 times the supply for 
the forseeable future. 

More people are finding difficulty obtaining positions, 
especially after the first position is ended. 

More people are moving, not by choice but by necessity; 
the young astronomer should not expect to settle longer than 
2 years at a time for the first 5-10 years of his career. 

These are some of the conclusions which can be drawn from the 
Emp l oyment CommitteeTs questionnaire. A brief report of the results 
was presented to Council at the Nov. 1975 Winnipeg meeting and it was 
decided that a similar report should be presented to the membership 
through Cassiop eia. 

The questionnaire was an attempt to provide information about 
changes in astronomical employment conditions over the last 40 years 
and some estimate of the prospects for the immediate future in Canadian 
astronomy. It was not entirely successful for two primary reasons. 
Fi rst, some o f the questions were confusing in their structure. Second, 
some of the society membership over 45-50 did not understand the relevance 
of their experiences to such a questionnaire and thus did not reply. 
Neverthe less , the response of the society was good and does provide a 
basis fo r s everal general conclusions. 

The f irst part o f this repor t will be conce rned with summarlzlng 
the results and t he second part will simply be a tabulation of the 
information available at p r esent. We encourage late replies from any 
members who are interested i n submitting data. 

SUMMARY 

Of 174 questionnaires sent out the return was fairly good 

Retur ned Completed 
Not Returned 
Returned -- Unreceived 

94 
7 lt 

6 

54% 
42.5% 

3.5% 

The age breakdown of the respondents is significant in i tsel f : 

Age GrouE # % 

30 11 12 
30-40 54 57 
40-50 19 20 
50-60 7 7 

60 4 4 
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If t-lli s response is representative then 69% of the society T s mcrnb ershi p 
is under LW years of age and almost 90% of the members are under 50. 
There is undoubtedly a bias contributing to this result, a) because of 
lack of response from older astronomers as mentioned above and b) because 
of a higher rate of re~ponse from younger astronomers who are more 
concerned with the job situation. There is also the selection effect 
of fewer astronomers under 30 responding since they are still in graduate 
school and have no jobs to list. However, since the percentage of 
members replying is relatively high we will consider the sample to be 
reasonably representative . 

The main points to be seen from the results are: 

1) Age -- distribution strongly skewed to younger astronomers; 
from this one could conclude: 

a) ~ 5 jobs will be vacated in the next 5 years 
b) /V 20 jobs will be needed in the next 5 years 
c) ,-v 140 of the 175 Canadian jobs are tied up for the 

next 25-30 years. 

2) Job Satisfaction seems to be high at all age groups in 
spite of current problems finding positions. Several respondents 
suggested, however, that the questionnaire as designed was not 
able to reflect the problems in this area. 

3) Job Type -- as expected mostly in large universities, observatories, 
government lab s -- may be a slight trend toward more at small 
colleges and uni versities. 

4) Difficulty of Finding Jobs -- the percentage of people having 
difficulty finding jobs is higher for younger groups -- it is 
most severe moving from job 1-2 or 2-3. There is probably 
some similarity to the difficulties encountered by astronomers 
in the period 1945-55. 

5) Location -- Canada seems to be doing reasonably well in hiring 
astronomers -- increasing over the last 30 years in % and 
number. However, this trend may be reversing. 

6) Reason for Leaving a Job -- in the 40-50 age group 60% moved 
by choice; in the younger age groups there is a trend towards 
more fixed tenure positions or terminated positions -- these 
categories were virtually nonexistent until recently. 

7) University -- up to ten years ago more than half of Canadian 
astronomers were trained outside Canada -- this is now reversing. 
The University of Toronto is consistently training about half 

R) 

of the Canadian educated astronomers with the single exception 
of the years 1965 - 69. 

Number of Jobs 
in their first 
holding 2 jobs 

The % of astronomers holding more than one job 
5 years is steadily increasing with about 25% 
and 25% holding 3 for the most recent graduates. 
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TABLE OF RESPONSES -- GROUPED BY AGE 

i.. 30 30-40 40-50 50-60 ~ 60 
HIGHEST DEGREE RECEIVED 

BA or BSc 1 2 0 
MA or MSc 1 3 1 1 
PhD or DSc 8 (2) 51 18 4 3 

FIELD OF HIGHEST DEGREE 

Physics 2 11 10 3 
Astronomy 9 28 7 3 4 
Astrophysics 11 1 
Other 5 1 2 

COUNTRY OF CITIZENSHIP 

Canada 11 44 16 7 3 
USA 7 2 
UK 3 2 
Other 1 1 

SEX 

Male 11 51 18 6 2 
Female 3 1 1 2 

POSITIONS HELD 

Large Univ. w. Grad. Dept. 1 41 16 4 1 
Small Coll. - Astron. Dept. 2 2 2 
Small Coll. - Phys. Dept. 5 1 1 
Planetarium 1 
High School or Public School 1 
Other -- Teaching 2 
Observatory 4 9 8 2 3 
Univ. Affil.-No teaching 5 11 3 1 
Government Lab 1 11 1 4 3 
Other - Research 1 

DIFFICULTY SECURING 

Ext. Diff. 1 5 1 1 
Mod. Diff. 18 7 1 1 
Mod. Easy 7 26 16 5 1 
Ext. Easy 22 12 2 1 



JOB LOCATION 

Canada 
USA 
Ot her 

REASON FOR LEAVING 

Job Slot Terminated 
Fixed Tenure 
Moving by Choice 
Asked to Leave 
Other 
Not applicable-l Job only 

PERSONAL SATISFACTION 

Ext. Sat. 
Mod. Sat. 
Mod. Unsat. 
Ext. Unsat. 

Tr:NURED OR PERMANENT NOW 

Yes 
No 

FINAL REMARKS 

* Retired 

< 30 . 30-40 

3 
5 
4 

2 

2 

2 
4 

7 
2 
1 

11 

50 
17 

6 

5 
10 
14 

1 
5 

28 

29 
33 

4 
2 

37 
17 

40-50 

23 
3 
9 

2 
1 

16 
1 
1 
6 

16 
15 

4 

18 
1 

50-60 

10 
3 

2 
2 
3 

5 

2 
6 
1 

6 

2 
2 

2 

3 
1 

1 
3* 
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We now have data which show what many of us, particularly the younger 
astr'onomers, l<now all too well. Those who supervise young astronomers should 
make every effort to help them find positions. The fact that a graduate student 
is the best you have had in twenty years does not ensure that he will have an 
easy time getting a position. Young astronomers should be encouraged to apply 
to as many types of positions as possible -- without assuming they will get the 
one they want no matter how good it looks. New astronomical jobs may materialize 
as a result of the CFHT, but it is unlikely that they will be enough. The job 
prospectus has changed little since the report by R.C. Roeder and P.P. Kronberg 
1970, JRASC 64, 315. 

We invite comment on this report and on the committee's past and 
future efforts. 

Gretchen L.H. Harris 
Chairman 
CAS/SCA Employment Committee 
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Infra-red & Submillimetre Spectroscopy 

Research work in the infra-red qroup over the past few y ears at Calgary 
has been aimed at the utilization of Michelson interferometry for astron
omical and atmospheric studies from qround-based and balloon-borne teles
copes. This high-efficiency spectroscopic system should bring major 
advantages in several areas of prime concern in astronomy and aeronomy. 
Build-up of the hardware computational techniques and experience has been 
relatively slow and expensive but several different systems are now op
erational. 

A near infra-red rapid-scanning Michelson interferometer for near infra
red solar studies has been developed and has the capability of pr9~ucing 
spectra at a rat~lof 4 per second wi th a resolution of about 5 cm between 
1600 and 4000 cm (30 A between 2.5 and 6 ,m). Rapid-scanning ensures that 
frinqe frequencies are substatinally above atmospheric fluctuation 
frequencies, thus maintaining the multiplex advantage of the instrument. 
Several solar experiments are in progress, including limp scanning, 5 
minute oscillation search, · sun-spot spectral studies and monitoring 
solar active regions for possible line and continuum enhancements during 
solar flares. 

Several far infra-red Michelson interferometers have been built for 
balloon borne applications and can be equipped wi th bolometers designed 
specifically for high sensitivity operation under low background condi
tions at balloon altitudes. Two flights of this type of instrument were 
successfully made in the summer of 1974 from Churchill, Manitoba to 
measure the far infra-red emission spectrum of the high stratosphere. 
These flights proved the feasibility of the rapid-scanning design and 
measured the background spectrum a gainst which all balloon infra-red 
astronomical measurements must be made. These first flights were made 
on a composite gondola assembled by Atmospheric Environment Service 
scientists to study in detail the high stratosphere and its composition 
during balloon ascent and during sunrise and sunset periods. The 
overall aim of such complex payloads is to attempt to evaluate parameters 
of importance in the current debate in stratospheric pollution by SST 
aircraft and freon and their effect on the vitally important ozone layer 
of our high atmosphere. Future flights of this instrument at higher 

_ resolution are planned in the summer of 1975. 

T. A. Clark 
D. A. Burrell 
D. J. W. Kendall 
D. A. Naylor 



D. VENKATESAN, K.K. VIJ, AND A.T.Y. LUI REPORT: 

A small meteorological type of rocket (Black Brant VI) was 
launched from Fort Churchill in April 1974, carrying a detector 
to measure x-rays. The payload was boosted to an altitude of 65 
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km and ejected. The payload was to float down by parachute making 
observations at various altitudes not attainable by balloons. 
Unfortunately, the paraehute system had some malfunction which pre
vented it f r om opening completely and the payload came down rather 
fast . Thus, the objectives of a slow descent and measurement of 
Bremsstrahlung X- Rays was not achieved. Further launches are expected 
early in 1976. 

The International Conference on 'X-Rays in Space', comprising of 
the three areas of Cosmic X-Rays, Solar X-Rays, and auroral X-Rays 
was held at the University of Calgary during August 14 to 21. About 
110 people attended the Conference. There was representation from 
all major Institutions in the U. S. and Canada, and, in addition, there 
were representatives from Japan, U. K., India, France, Netherlands, and 
Germany. The Conference was inaugurated by Dr. H. Friedman, Superin
tendeJt, Space Science Division and Chief Scientist, E. o. Hulburt 
Centre for Space Research, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C., 
U. S. A . . There was also a special Astrophysical lecture by Dr. Don 
Rea, Assistant Director, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, California, U. S. A .• The Conference was Gupported 
by the National Research Council as well as the University of Calgary. 
The Proceedings are in the process of preparation and are expected to 
be published early in April. 

The collaborative research program with the Max Planck Institut 
fur Aeronomie, Institut fu r Stratospharenphysik, Lindau, Germany, was 
initiated for the joint study of Auroral X-Rays with the simultaneous 
launching of balloons from two stations in Europe and one from Canada 
(Great Whale River). The flights are expected to be made in June/July, 
1975. 

Dr. A.T.Y. Lui submitted his Ph.D . on 'Multi-satellite Studies 
of Magnetospheric Phenomena'. A number of research papers have come 
out of the research project and are in the process of publication. 

Photometry and Spectroscopy of Astronomical Sources 

Spectroscopv (at DAO) and UBVJHKL photometry (at KPNO, and the Rothney 
Astrophysical Observatory of the University of Calgary) is being used to 
study close binary stars in mass-exchange phases of evolution. An exam
ination of the i nfrared flux of each of thirty non-variable standard stars 
failed to show any with infrared excess comparable to the excess seen in 
at least some of the close binaries. Whatever is causing the approximately 
0.5 magnitude JHKL excesses in the selected eclipsing binaries (selected 
because of a symmetries in their visual light curves), there is spectroscopic 
evidence for c ircumstellar matter in the form of excessive, variable emiss
ion in the cores of the Ca Hand K lines. It is tempting to suggest that 
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the same material responsible for the light curve asymmetries is also res
ponsible for the spectroscopic and infrared peculiarities. Models for 
several of the systems, including RT Lac (done in collaboration with D. S. 
Hall of Vanderbilt) and CG Cyg are currently under development. 

Infrared light-curve photometry may prove to be an important tool to reveal 
the presence and distribution of the material wi thin the Roche lobes of 
close binaries. 

During the ye ar, ~lone and K. E. Ziebarth published (PASP, 86, 684, 1974) 
a stt::dy of the O. 63-period eclipsing_ginary CG Cygni, p resenting evidence 
for a period change of about 2.5 x 10 day between 1965 and 1967. The 
apparent change is not attributable to asymmetries in the minima. 

Other work completed by Milone during the year involved BL Lacertae (PASP 
86, 899, 1974), and in collaboration with R. Tousey and other colleagues at 
NRL, a major solar atlas of the rocket-ultraviolet solar spectrum in the 
range 2226-2992 A based on high-dispersion echelle spectra (NRL Report No . 
7788, 1974). 

Continuing work by Milone involves a study of the short-period classical 
cepheid SU Cas (with A. J. Wesselink of Yale). studies of the eclipsing 
systems RW Comae, UX Her, and TX UMa, and sutdies of the solar XUV Skylab 
data (with R. Tousey et al at NRL). Milone is currently compiling a bibli
ography of eclipsing binaries in galactic clusters in preparation for a 
major programme to be undertaken in col laboration with L. W. Frederick of 
the uni versi ty of Virginia. In regard to the latter work, Milone would 
welcome warml y any reprints, p reprints, or expressions of work in progress 
from Cassiopeia readers. 

E. F. Milone 

The deadline for material for the Summer Solstice issue will 
be June 21; material may be handed to me at Kingston or send 
to: David L. DuPuy, Department of Astronomy, Saint Mary's 
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 3C3. 

If typed, please single space to avoid retyping. We will also 
accept your contribution to Cassiopeia scribbled by hand! 



NOTES FROM UNIVERSITIES 

Dominion Radio Astrophysi cal, Observatory, Penti cton 

'rom Landecker has returned from two years in Bonn at the r.ffelsberq 
lOn-m Radio Telescope to take up a position at DRAO, Penticton. He gave 
a talk on his "Line and Continuum Observations between 15 and 25 GHz with 
the Effelsberg lOO-m Telescope" on January 31st at DRAO, Penticton and on 
!'~arch 17th at t he Institute of Astronomy and Space Science of U.B.C., Van
couver. 

Carl Bignell, at DRAO, Penticton, on an NRC PDF, gave a seminar on 
his "Radio Ohservations of Planetary Nebulae". Carl and June Bignell are 
now parents of a daughter, Cheryl Celeste, born 7 Febraurv, ]517.') in 
Penticton. 
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Paul Feldman attended the HEAD and AAS meetinas in Gainesville, Dec
emher 10 - 13th, where he presented a p aper on inverse-Compton X-rays from 
clusters of r,alaxies. He was also in Dallas for the 7th Relativistic Astro
physics Svmposium, December 16 - 20th, where he spoke at the now infamous 
Thursoay eveninn/Friday morning X-ray Astronomy Workshop. During Xmas 
week he visited Ottawa and qave a day-long seminar report of the highlights 
of the Gai nesvi lIe and Dallas meetings to the NRC Astrophysics Branch. 

Paul Feldman was recently named to the 'T'heoretical Sub-Committee of the 
NRC ~ssociate Committee on Astronomy. 

In late February, Chris Purton and Ken Marsh of York University, and 
Paul Fe ldman of DRAO, Penticton, became the first Canadian-based group to 
use the 36 ft . rom-wave telescope of the National Radio Astronomy Observato~J 
at Kitt Peak. They observed a number of mass-outflow stars and were able to 
make five detections at 89 GHz (continuum). Only a few other stars, radio
flarina objects like Cyq X-3, have ever been detected at such short radio wave
lenaths . 

On March 10th Paul Feldman spoke to the Institute of Astronomy and Space 
Science at U.B.C. on the topic "f:lusters of Galaxies in the New Light of 
X-rays and Low-Frequency Radio Waves". The following day he gave a seminar 
t .O the same group on "Millimeter-Wave Obse rvations of Nascent Planetary 
Nebulae?" . We are told by a usually r e liable source that the Physics Building 
at tJ .B. c. suffered an unexplicable power failure on the entire day of Dr. Feldman IS 

visi t. 

Carman Costain gave seminars on the topic "Synthesis Techniques in Radio 
Astronomy" to the Department of Physics, Simon Fraser University, on 16th 
October , and to the Department of Physics, University of Victoria, on 13 Feb
ruarv. 

Recent visitors to DRAO, Penticton and their seminar topics were: Tad 
Ulrvch of the Department of Geophysics and Astronomy, U.B.C., "Maximum Entropy _ 
Analysis of the Liaht Curve of 3C273" ; Bruce Balick, Board of Astronomy, Uni
versi ty of Cali fornia at Santa f:ruz, "The Galactic Centre: A New Observational 
Picture Tries to Bmerge"; and Woody Sullivan, Department of Astronomy, Uni
versi ty of Washington at Seattle, "Interferometric Recombination-Line Observat
ions of DR21 and W3." 
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Universi t y of Toronto 

Life Begins at Forty 

This year the David Dunlap Observatory is marking its 
fortieth anniversary in a quiet way - at least we think it's 
quiet. Those who see David Dunlap Doings will be aware of our 
selecti on of photograph s of the proto-observatory appearing in 
the January, February and March numbers along with reminiscences 
of the founding of the Observatory. (We have some extras of 
these if any readers of Cassiopeia are interested to have copies.) 
There are no plans for a major celebration this year - perhaps 
a few gatherings of local people, particularly of those who may 
remember the opening ceremonies on May 31, 1935. 

Light Pollution Control 

' c.",'' , •• Ik. ,1c.1I lor th. li vht , but II ... b!o,.,d i,., 512 " due ho .... Cll\y ", 1"1,1 1_ fto. : - - --- -

Thanks largely to the untiring 
efforts of Tom Bolton, the local 
authorities are reacting 
favourably to our campaign for 
control of the kind and amount 
of lighting in the vicinity of 
the Observatory. It was beyond 
our ability to prevent the very 
large commercial and residential 
development just to the west of 
us, but the developers, at the 
request of the Town of Richmond 
Hill, have designed exterior 
lighting in such a way as 
appreciably to reduce the harmful 
effects, and have conformed to 
an 11.30 p.m. lights-out. The 
Town itself has gone to consider 
able extra expense in the lighting 
of a new playing field in such a 
way as to reduce sky lighting. 

At the present time there 
is before the Town Council a 
draft of a Light Pollution Contro l 

By-Law which seeks to specify kind and amount of lighting permitted, 
hours of use, prohibition of searchlights etc . If the By-Law is 
passed by Richmond Hill Council we hope to submit it for the 
consideration of other nearby municipalities. 
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The acc ompany i ng cartoon, here considerably reduced, appeared 

in the Richmond Hill Liberal and, we th ink, reflects a good
natured attitude on the part of the Town to the Observatory's 
light problem. 

Vi sito r s to the Obs ervato r y 

Visitors who have given colloquia h e re since January are: 
Dr. Danie l Weedman, University of Minnesota on "Seyfert Galaxies " ; 
Dr. Gary Grasdalen , Kitt Peak, on "Studies in the Infra-red"; 
Dr . H. van der Laan, Leiden and Princeton, on "Peculiar Radio 
Galaxies"; David Fort , NRC on "Long Baseline Observations"; Dr. G. 
Rybicki, Centre for Astrophysics, Cambridge; Mrs. Janet Mattei, 
AAVSO, on "The T Tauri Ph enomenon". Doug Hube of the University 
of Alberta visited us February 24-29, observ ing, measuring and 
using the new microdensitometer. 

Staff Observing Visits 

At Green Bank , Philipp Kronberg Jan. 18-21. At Las Camp an a s : 
Tony Este ve n s Feb. 24 to Mar. 25 on routine maintenance; Don 
MacRae Mar. 12-31 for spectrographic observing; Christine Coutts 
Mar. 12-26 for photography with the Carnegie 40-inch. 

Other Sta f f Visits 

Tom Bolton on Jan. 10 spoke to the U.W.O. Department of 
Astronomy on "Non-pulsating Binary X- ray Sources" and at the 
annual banquet of the London RASC on "Observational Evidence 
for Bl ac k Holes", and on Jan. 24 on the latter topic to the McGi ll 
Physics Soc i ety , and on Feb. 20 on the former topic at the 
Universit y of Toledo. 

Robert Roeder gave a review paper on "Recent Developments i n 
Cosmolog y " at the Queen's Workshop on Theoretical Astronomy in 
Janua ry , talks on "Cosmology" and "Black Holes" at the St. Ma r y's 
Universi ty Physics Department and the Nova Sc o tia Institute of 
Science on Feb. 13-14, and on the latter topic to the U.W.O . 
Department of Ast ronom y on Feb. 20. 

Sidney van den Bergh spoke at the Yerkes Observatory on 
"The Ea rly Evolution of the Galaxy" on Jan. 6, at the Queen's 
Workshop on "The next Galactic Supernova" and "The Classification 
of Acti ve Ga laxie s" on Jan. 9-11, and at the University of Mont re a l 
on "Supernova Remnants" on Jan . 17. 

(continued on p. J) 



14 ANECDOTE AND HISTORY 

A Comet which was followed by a Tail 

and 

A Letter to the Editor of the Times 

and the.. C.Omil1g 06 DonCLti' .6 c.ome..:t in 1858, with .6uc.h un
MuM magiU.6ic.e..nc.e.., hcu be..e..n the.. oc.c.cuiol1 60ft the.. di66MioVl. 
06 .60 muc.h in60Jtmation fte...6pe..c.-ung the.. n.a.:tUfLe.. 06 the...6e.. bodie...6, 
among.6t aU. Ua.6.6e...6, that we.. may c.onMde..n.:tly fte..gMd the.. ye..M 
1857, cu the.. £a.6t in whic.h any 6e..mng 06 MMm W-i.ll be.. M.60-
c.ia:te..d W-i.:th c.ome..:t.6. ( 1 ) 

Why do we look backward? Why does man cherish the past in a 
modern world? Why do we examine the circumstances surrounding the 
appearance of Donati's comet? In part, through such a study we see more 
clearly those conditions into which comet van den Bergh appeared in 1974. 
After another hund red years, will a computer write all that is necessary 
in recording that yet another comet has circled past the sun? 

Nearly a century passed between the sighting of Donati's comet 
and the first successful launching of an artificial earth satellite, 
accompl ished by the Soviet Un ion on 4th October, 1957. Within a few 
months, by early 1958, the "space age ll was under way. Scientists, and 
astronomers in particular, were confronted with the major task of inter
preting for the publ ic all the new terminology associated with rockets, 
payloads, space probes, and lunar landings. In retrospect, how success
ful was this undertaking, i nitially, in removing any feel ing of alarm 
over all this hardware orbiting around the planet Earth? Did many inno
cent readers then, and perhaps more recently as well, lie awake at night 
wondering whether nose cones and other orbiting debris would burn up com
pletely in the atmosphere before paying a nocturnal visit to their bed
rooms, entering through the roof after re-entry? (The bedroom window is 
ruled out because of the low trajectory angle.) In due course, NASA 
developed an extensive News & Information Service for the dissemination 
of data on the U.S. space program, preparing releases on its accompl ish
ments, and its future plans, with extensive coverage by the various 
media on the occasions of outstanding achievements in man1s conquest of 
space. 

Some fi fteen years later, when the "comet of t he ·:entury" came 
along, did anyone ask whether the publ ic was sufficien tly informed on 
this event so that the ordinary citizen did not become alarmed? Or was 
the appeara nce of Comet Kohoutek consi dered by some as presaging doom? 
For a small percen t age of individuals did it really foretell the end of 
the world, or were the newspapers seeking the spectacular in their repor
ting of the activities of some fanatical groups? 

There is considerable historical precedent for such unusual 
views. While the writers of the 19th century astronomy made significant 
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contributions to the advancement of the science, they were reluctant to 
break entirely with the concept that comets exercised a mysterious in
fluence on the earth. Thomas Dick, a popular writer on astronomy of 
that period, presented the subject to the reading public in somewhat the 
same manner as does Patrick Moore or Colin Ronan in the 20th century. 

Extracts from Dickls writing on the Influence of comets are worthy 
of close examination: 

In 60~m~ tim~, the appeananee 06 eomet6 ~ ~uppo~ed to be the 
6o~~w'1n~ 06 WCVt.6 , ~evotuUon, 6am&te, p~Wenee, the deatM 
06 g~ea:t men, eMthquake~, inundatioM, and oth~ eatamiti~. 

In mod~n time~, e~ain natMu e66ee-t6 have uk~e been 
~buted to the in6fuenee 06 eome-t6; ~ueh M temp~-t6, hM
niean~, voteanie ~uptiOM, eotd o~ hot ~eMoM, ov~6towing~ 
06 ~iveM, 60g~, deMe dou~ 06 6U~ o~ toeu6U A the ptague, 
the d£f~ ent~y, the ehot~a, and oth~ fu o~deM . (L J 

On the brighter side, his opinions were as follows: 

It ~ ~emMkabte that the announeement 06 a eomet hM gen~aUy 
been ~eeeived with metanehoty anticipatioM, and the e66eeU 
attnibu;ted to ill in6tuenee have uni60~y been 06 a eatarrU.tou6 
natMe. But why ~houid it not be the p~eeuMO~ 06 p~o~p~ou6 
evenU - 06 peaee, ptenty, ~oeiat ~anquitity, and geniat ~ea
~OM - M weti M 06~, 6amin~, ~evofutioM, eotd winteM, 
and pMehed ~ummeM? ( 3 

Late in 1858, Will iam Brydone Jack, the first Canadian astronomer, 
delivered a lecture on Comets to the public, covering the details of the 
wonderful display given by Donati IS comet of that year. In his manu
script, a reference was made to a letter which had appeared in the London 
Times . A search for this turned up another, perhaps more interesting, 
letter to the Editor of the Times in the s ame year. 

S~, - Will 1Wt. Hind, o~ any Gatileo 06 the p~~ ent day, teti 
u6 what tlUi.l eomet 06 Vonati ~? I~ it an au 6niend, o~ a 
b~n new one, and why ~ it eatted Vonati' ~ eomet? The ~ehoot
mMt~ WM not ~o mueh ab~oad. "In my hot youth when Geo~ge 
the FoMth WM King." So, though my 6ath~ ~pent ~ome 300L o~ 
400t. a yeM upon my edueation 6~om the time 1 WM 12 till 1 
~eaehed 20, 1 natunatty eannot be expeeted to know M mueh M 
ehit~en 06 the p~~ent day, Who 60~ 20L a yeM get gov~n~~~ 
w~anted to teaeh. 

"Att.dhmetie, wto~y joined w.<..th ehAonotogy 
"H ~UMY, botany, II.1IU.ting, eo neho to 9 y , 
"G'LammM and Latin, ~tdeh, ~wing, geotogy 
"The dM~i~, the u6e 06 the gtob~, and zootogy," ete. 

Stili 1 don't uke to be ~umped by a ~ix-yeM otd; and my ud~t 
boy, MMt~ Ae.6~ed, iM~U on kno(..lJ,[ng the pecUg~ee 06 .:t~ eomet. 
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I ftemembVt whe.n OWL .tJtOOP.6 .ta.nde.d in the. CtUme.a the. betting at 
Wh-de.' I.> among "The. UppVt Te.n" Wah vVty bwk M to whe.thVt the. 
CtUme.a «n6 M big M the. II.>.te. 06 Wight. I 6fte.e..ty c.on6e.M that 
I 6uJc.;t{.ve..ty .6ne.ak.e.d 01Lt and inve.!.>te.d a .6~g at Wy.td'.6 to 
6ind 01Lt whVte. the. CtUme.a «n6. 16 e.xamine.d by one. 06 thol.>e. 
aw6ul midd.te.-c..tMI.> e.xamine.M I .6hould undoubte.d.ty have. I.>pe.U 
PVte.kop with :two "ft'.6" and a "y", and i6 pfte.!.>1.> e.d M to ill e.xac.t 
whVte.aboCLt6 I.>hould have. .6Md M Lo.ta. did 06 SpMn,-

"To POOft Katinka - , W an iI.>.ta.nd ne.aft 
"Moftoc.c.o - be.:twixt Egypt and TangiVt." 

We..t.t! The. CtUme.an Walt and OWL .tJtoub.te.1.> in India, the. Je.ddah 
mMl.>ac.!te. and ne.W I.>e.tt.te.me.nt on the. we.!.>tVtn .6hofte.!.> 06 AmVtic.a, 
have. bftU.6he.d up OWL ge.ogftaphy; but now, 60Mooth, c.ome.1.> a c.ome.t 
to .tJty U.6 on anothVt tac.k. In my hoU.6e. nothing i6 ta.tke.d 06 blLt 
thi6 vi6doft. My w.i.6e. iI.> c.ome.t mad, and whe.n jU.6t noW I we.nt 
into the. nuMVty I 60und the. nuMe. ta.tlung to the. "e.n6ant tVt
Jtib.te." above. fte.6VtJte.d to, abolLt nudu and ne.bulae., me.te.o/t.6 and 
aVto.tite.!.>. "P.te.Me., Silt," .6Md I.>he. to me., "what i6 a pVtihwon, 
and who i6 Va nati ? " I .tuud.ty e.xp.tMne.d that hVt he.ad being the. 
e.x.tJttmdy 06 the. majoft aw 06 hVt oftbd ne.aftut the. .6un might be. 
c.onl.>idVte.d hVt pVtihwon, - an e.xp.ta.nation wdh whic.h I.>he. I.>e.e.me.d 
muc.h e.di6ie.d, I l.>upp0.6e., muc.h upon the. pJtinup.te. 06 the. au woman 
who on c.oming 01Lt 06 c.hwr.c.h e.xc..tMm.6, "What a be.a.uti6ul .6e.Jtmon! 
That b.te.!.>I.>e.d woftd MUl.>opotamy, d did c.ome. bac.k. 1.>0 vVty a Ote.n! " 
Bung, howe.vVt, unab.te. to anl.>WVt the. .tMt polttion 06 hVt qUe.!.>tion 
I ve.ntWLe. to plLt d to you 60ft .6o.tution and Mk, "Who the. Ve.vil 
iI.> Oft «n6 Vonati?" WM he. toJttWLe.d in the. Inqui6ition in the. daftk 
age.!.>, Oft i6 he. a happy I.>ubje.c.t 06 the. pfte.!.>e.nt King 06 Nap.te.!.>? II.> 
he. a myth, Oft i6 he. I.>til.t among U.6? 16 the. .tatiVt I I.>hould muc.h 
like. to c.!tuu6y him, 60ft he. make.!.> my li6e. a bWLde.n to me.. Conc.uve. 
my w.i.6e. ftoU.6ing me. at 4 a.m., white. e.njoying tho.6e. l.>.tumbe.M whic.h 
the. vilttuOU.6 a.tone. paJttake. 06, to .took at the. c.ome.t, and w.i.l.>hing 
me. to c.a.tc.ulate. the. pac.e. at whic.h the. "/(JI.)l'1!,' WM bung thILown 01Lt 
dWLing e.ac.h minlLte. OWL no.6 e.!.> ftemaine.d 6.tatte.ne.d agMnI.>t the. window 
pane., I.>uppol.>ing Vonati to gftOW hi6 be.aftd on hi6 tM.t M ftapid.ty M 

the. c.ome.t 06 1843, whic.h thILe.w 01Lt a c.he.ve..twr.e. 06 200,000,000 in 
20 dayl.>! Conc.uve. I.>uc.h a qUe.!.>tion at 4 a.m. to a man 6~t ftubbing 
hi6 e.ye.!.>, the.n mofte. ~c.ulaJt.ty h-0~ I.>hinl.>, ftappe.d in hi6 pftogfte.!.>1.> 
6ftom be.d to window! MIt. Hind' I.> .te.ttVt 06 thi6 day maku d c..te.aft 
that thi6 iI.> not Halle.y' I.> c.ome.t, noft that 06 1811. 11.> it that 06 
1264 and 1556 whic.h Vft. Halle.y fte.c.kone.d would fte.tWLn in 1860, blLt 
whic.h MIt. Hind thought would fte.vi6it U.6 in 1858? II.> d &e..ta' I.>? 
II.> it Faye.'I.>? II.> it Ve. Vic.o'l.>? II.> d BltoM e.n' l.> ? II.> it the. one. 
that appe.aJte.d B. C. 43, and WM fte.gaftde.d by the. Romani.> M the. I.>oul 
o 6 J u.tiU.6 Cae.!.> aft , fte.c.e.nily mWLdVte.d? Oft i6 d that .te.!.>.6 c..tM I.> ic. 
c.ome.t ac.c.ounte.d fte.!.>ponl.>ib.te. 60ft the. pfte.va.te.nc.e. 06 a mOl.>t fte.maftk
ab.te. e.pidemic. among c.at!.> in Wutpha.tia? The. fte.tWLn 06 tw .tMt 
wou.td be. pain6ul, blLt, viewing my wi6e.' I.> intVte.!.>t in tw c.ome.t, 
I would in6inde..ty pfte.6Vt that hVt moU.6Vt we.fte. in dangVt than that 
it I.>hould pftove. to be. a fte.tWLn 06 the. c.ome.t 06 1811, whe.n :twinl.> 
WVte. unU.6ua.ily pfte.va.te.nt, and the. wi6e. 06 a I.>hoemakVt in Wh-de.-



c../tape-t plto duc..e.d 60 ult c..lU1.dILe.n at a b.ur..t.h! I tJtU6t MIL. H-tnd, OIL 
.6Ome. one., will. take. c..ompa.6.6-ton and Wttfte. .60me.tMng adapte.d to 
my - the. me.ane..6t c..apacLty - .6ome. ,Little. Laplac..e., OIL Lucid Le..6 -
.60n.6 60IL wp-<-ng Le.aJtne.M. Above. a.U, will he. thltow .6ome. light 
on Vonat-t, and c..ome. to the. 1te..6c..ue. 06 

YOult obe.d-te.nt .6e.Jtvant, 

Ac..to n , S e.pt. 2 0 IGNORAMUS? 
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In 1974-75, the diffusion of information respecting the nature 
of comets is considerably better than it was in1B5B. However, none of 
those natural effects which Thomas Dick wrote about have disappeared; 
late in 1973, would he have been highly amused by the wild predictions 
made by some (bless my soul) astronomers, inspired as they appeared to 
be by Comet Kohoutek? 

Through scientific journals, through newspapers, radio, television 
and perhaps other media, the diffusion of information never ceases. In 
1975, it is difficult to imagine that the question would ever be asked 
"Who the Devil is or was van den Bergh?" (Paraphrasing the other questions 
which follow this one in the Times letter may offer interesting possibi-
1 ities to some readers.) Although comet Kohoutek of 1973 became the ··cos
mic disappointment of the seventies", comet van den Bergh of 1974, as the 
first comet discovered by a Canadian astronomer, will always occupy a 
place of special significance in the history of astronomy in Canada. 

I. Thomas Dick, The Sidereal Heavens, and Other Subjects Connected with 
Astronomy, (London: Charles Griffin and Company, 1859), p. 384. 

2 . Ibid . , p. 332. 

3. I bid., p. 334. 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
February, 1975 J. E. Kennedy 
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